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Question 1 

 

 Which statement is true about the Cisco TelePresence System 500-32 system regarding the HVAC needs for the room where it is 
installed?  

A. The system does not require any additional requirements above the normal HVAC requirements for the room.  

B. You must supply additional cooling requirements for the room.  

C. You must supply a room that has energy-efficient lighting to reduce the temperature of the room.  

D. The temperature of the room will be 10 to 20 degrees warmer than the rest of the building.  

Answer: A  

 

Question 2 

 

The user of a Cisco TelePresence MX300 wants to control the far-end camera of any video conference participant. Which control 
device and function is used to control the far-end camera?  

A. Navigate using the TRC5 Remote Control arrow keys.  

B. Tap on the image of one of the participants using touch control.  

C. Use the Touch Control Conference functions.  

D. Use the TRC5 Remote Control home key.  

Answer: B  

 

Question 3 

 

Which statement is correct regarding the difference between Multisite and Multiway conferencing?  

A. Multisite requires configuration on the endpoint, whereas Multiway requires the Multiway options key to be installed.  

B. Multisite requires the presence of a multipoint control unit, whereas Multiway relies on the endpoint conferencing capability.  

C. Multisite is used to conference in multiple sites, whereas Multiway is intrasite multipoint conferencing.  

D. Multisite requires the Multisite options key to be installed and configured at the endpoint, whereas Multiway requires a Cisco 
TelePresence Video Communications Server and a centralized multipoint control unit.  

Answer: D  

 

Question  4 

 

Cisco TMS is unable to manage endpoints and an engineer is required to capture logs to determine the cause. What is the menu path 
that the engineer should follow to capture and download logs from Cisco TMS?  

A. Administrative Tools > Diagnostics > TMS Tickets  

B. Administrative Tools > TMS Server Maintenance > Download Diagnostic Files  

C. Systems > Navigator > Diagnostics > Download Diagnostic Files  

D. Systems > Navigator > TMS Logs  

Answer: B  

 

Question 5 

 

A network engineer wants to automate the monitoring of Cisco TelePresence TX systems. Which step should the engineer take first?  

A. Configure Cisco TMS on the codec.  

B. Configure Medianet on the codec.  

C. Configure NTP on the codec.  

D. Configure Multiway on the codec.  

E. Configure SNMP on the codec.  

Answer: E  

 

Question 6 

 

Cisco Video Surveillance Video Encoder cards perform which function?  

A. the ability to use existing analog equipment with an IP-enabled video surveillance system  

B. the ability to convert low-resolution video to high-definition video for video surveillance  

C. the ability to stream digital media to digital media in an IP-enabled video recording environment  

D. the ability to encrypt raw video signals to secure video signals  

Answer: A  

 

Question 7 
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Management wants to modify Cisco TMS to allow users to configure the call behavior with their associated devices and dial from a 
single ID. Which feature needs to be enabled and configured?  

A. Smart Scheduler  

B. Low-touch Provisioning  

C. FindMe  

D. CMR Provisioning  

Answer: C  

 

Question 8 

 

Refer to the exhibit.  

A call with a destination alias of 15551001234 reaches a Cisco TelePresence VCS. Which transform will the destination alias match?  

A. Transform 1  

B. Transform 2  

C. Transform 3  

D. Transform 4  

Answer: B  
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